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Towards the end of the 19th century, it became increasingly clear that Lord Kelvin was wrong.  

After Darwin's 1859 publication of the Origin of Species, Lord Kelvin (William Thompson prior 

to knighthood) used his position as Britain’s preeminent physicist, to mount a major challenge to 

Darwin's theory. (Kelvin, Tait, and Darwin 1883)  The theory could not be true, he said, because 

“Essential principles of thermodynamics have been overlooked…It is quite certain that the solar 

system cannot have gone on, even as present, for a few hundred thousand or a few million years, 

without an irrevocable loss…of a very considerable proportion of the entire energy initially in 

store.”  pp 468-469  He reasoned that the sun’s heat must come from the friction of meteors, 

because “No other action, except by chemical action can be conceived… [and this] would only 

generate about 3,000 years of heat.” p. 493 He concluded, “The inhabitants of the earth cannot 

continue to enjoy the light and heat essential to their life for many million years longer, unless 

sources now unknown to us are prepared in the great storehouse of creation.” p. 494   Many 

found his argument convincing.  He was, after all, a great scientist who had engineered the first 

successful transatlantic cable, and his conclusion came from a science more fundamental than 

biology—physics. As time passed, however, other evidence—fossil and astronomical— made it 

clear that the earth was older than 100,000 years. Could there be some third kind of energy other 

than mechanical and chemical?  By the end of the 19th century, Madame Curie and others had 

discovered radioactivity, which soon offered an alternative explanation for the persistence of the 

Earth's molten core.  By 1934, Vrde had worked out the nuclear reactions that fueled the sun.  

We now know that the universe is about 12,000 million years old, and the sun and the earth were 

formed about 5,000 million years ago.  Because he was too confident that he knew all the forces 

involved, Kelvin’s estimate was off—by a factor of 120,000. 
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Thanks to the discovery of kin selection and reciprocity, we understand social behavior vastly 

better than we did just 20 years ago, but here too, something seems to missing.  Exactly what it 

might be, and whether it proves to be as dramatic and specific as radioactivity is most uncertain.  

But it seems likely that we have not yet incorporated all the forces of selection that can shape 

tendencies to social behavior.  This said, the impact of the discovery of kin selection and 

reciprocity on studies of animal behavior has been nothing short of revolutionary.  Application of 

these principles to human behavior has, however, stuttered and faltered.  The global advance can 

be summarized easily: natural selection inevitably shapes brains that regulate behavior to 

maximally benefit the individual’s genes. (Caveats apply, of course: fitness is maximized only in 

the natural environment, and individual results vary.)  This global conclusion emerged from three 

specific discoveries that, within the space of a few years, transformed everything.  First, an old 

explanation for social behavior, group selection, turned out to be far weaker than had been 

thought. (Williams 1966) Genes that benefit the group tend, nonetheless, to be eliminated by 

natural selection if they decrease the reproduction of individuals even slightly.   Second, we 

learned that there is a major exception.  Genes that decrease the reproduction of individuals can 

be selected for if they more than compensate by increasing the reproduction of genetic relatives 

(because those relatives have identical copies of those same genes). (Hamilton 1964) This is the 

principle of kin selection.  Finally, we learned how the exchange of favors can give a selective 

advantage. (Trivers 1971) This is the principle of reciprocity.  The displacement of group 

selection by kin selection and reciprocity has revolutionized the study of animal social behavior 

(Alexander 1974) and has begun to provide a scientific foundation for studies of human 

behavior. (Barkow, Cosmides, and Tooby 1992) These two forces account for most observed 

social behavior in all species. (Trivers 1985)  The application of these principles to human 

behavior has sparked wide interest.  (Konner 1983; Wright 1994; Ridley 1997) 
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You might think that such solid and dramatic advances would be embraced and celebrated by 

social scientists.  Instead, however, they have been widely opposed.  Some of the opposition 

arises from the usual reluctance to accept anything new.  There is not much to be said about this 

general human tendency to resist new knowledge, except that such a tendency would be useful 

because most new notions turn out to be false and because of the benefits of conforming to 

cultural mores.  However, the deep emotional revulsion many people experience on learning 

about how natural selection shapes social behavior is an important fact in its own right that may 

give a clue to what is missing.  People insist, often vehemently, that much of their behavior does 

not follow the calculations expected in reciprocity theory. They cite examples to prove the reality 

of altruism, often of nuns who devote their lives to service, or soldiers who throw themselves on 

grenades. It is certainly possible that people who cite such examples are just trying to deny their 

own covert selfish motives, but it is also possible that they intuitively recognize something about 

human behavior that is neglected by the other theories.   

 

People who do not find the theories emotionally repugnant, or who are able to keep their 

emotional assessments separate from the scientific ones, also have trouble squaring its 

predictions with some observations.  Yes, we help our kin more than others, but we sometimes 

treat friends better than brothers.  Yes, we trade favors with people, but catching a friend 

engaging in reciprocity calculations makes us immediately wonder if he really is a friend.  And 

then there is simply the vast complexity of human social relationships.  From quirks of individual 

psychodynamics, to cultural traditions that are at odds with reproductive success, human 

behavior just does not seem susceptible to full explanation in terms of kin selection and 

reciprocity. A small research industry is steadily expanding and studying behaviors that are 
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difficult to account for in terms of reciprocity.  (Dugatkin 1997; Fehr and Falk 1999; Güth and 

Tietz 1990; Sober and Wilson 1998) 

 

These two forces seem so wholly inadequate as explanations of explain human behavior, that 

many social scientists have emphasized learning and culture as if they are alternatives.  But the 

capacity for learning is a product of natural selection, and it seems likely that our capacity for 

culture has also been influenced by selection. Cultural phenomena do take on lives of their own, 

of course, and they do lead to much behavior that does not increase fitness.  

 

The failure of available theory to account for the evidence has given rise to many suggestions 

about what may be missing.  Alexander has noted the role of indirect reciprocity. (Alexander 

1987)  Boyd and Richerson have developed models of group selection on cultural traits including 

cooperation. (Boyd and Richerson 1985; Richerson and Boyd 2000) Bowles and Gintis have 

proposed models of “strong reciprocity.”  (Bowles and Gintis 1999)  Cosmides and Tooby 

highlight the importance of the “banker’s paradox.”  (Tooby and Cosmides 1996)  Sober and 

Wilson emphasize the role of multi-level selection, as does deWaal. (Sober and Wilson 1998; de 

Waal 1996)  Binmore and Skyrms provide game theory foundations for altruism.  (Binmore 

1994; Skyrms 1996) Boehm has reviewed several alternative paths to altruism, especially social 

selection in egalitarian societies.   (Boehm 1999)  Agent-based models for the development of 

altruism have been proposed.  (Pepper and Smuts 1999)  Describing these and other suggested 

origins for cooperation, and trying to grasp their interrelationships and assess their explanatory 

power, is an important task, but one too massive to undertake here.  Taken together these 

approaches to understanding altruism do, however, document the breadth and intensity of the 
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current search for sources of sociality in addition to kin selection and reciprocity.  This book 

describes one such mechanism in depth.   

 

Commitment 

Nuclear strategy, religious devotion, driving in Manhattan, caring for a spouse with Alzheimer's 

disease, and mob extortion schemes, all have something in common.  All are based on 

commitment strategies.  Commitments to future actions that would not be in one’s self interest 

can nonetheless yield major advantages if they influence the behavior of others.  Nuclear strategy 

depends on convincing opponents that aggression is not worthwhile because it would trigger 

massive retaliation, even though this would have catastrophic consequences for all parties.  

Manhattan taxi drivers shift lanes without looking, forcing cars behind to give way or collide.   

Members of religious groups follow through on their commitments to care for their sick and 

dying, even though there is no tangible gain to be had.  Members of other religious groups 

commit mass suicide on command.  Spouses do, sometimes at least, care for each other in 

sickness till death do us part.  And the mob does not really want to burn businesses; it only does 

what it must to convince owners to pay protection money.   

 

Several kinds of commitments must be distinguished.  Commitments to act in ways that benefit 

the self are of little interest.  This is what we expect, so signaling such intentions is a simple 

matter, and there is little need to pay attention to such signals except for coordinating actions.  In 

contrast, commitments to act in ways that are against one’s self interest are very interesting.  In 

order to influence the behavior of others, these commitments must not only be communicated, 

the communication must convince others that you will do something in the future that will not 

then be in your best interests.  In short, you must convince others that you will act irrationally.  In 
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contrast to most other proposed routes to social behavior, commitment gives a central functional 

role to emotions that otherwise seem senseless. Also in distinction to other approaches, 

commitment links altruistic cooperation and spiteful threats in a common framework.  Thus, 

commitment strategies are as paradoxical as they are ubiquitous.   Furthermore, they give rise to 

vast networks of escalating social complexity. Signals of commitment, and strategies for 

influencing other’s beliefs about our commitments, and for assessing their commitments, are at 

the core of much human sociality.   

 

As described in Hirshleifer’s chapter, there are two global kinds of commitments: promises of 

aid and threats of harm.   They are usually, but not always, used separately.   Many commitments 

are promises to provide aid in a future circumstance when that would offer no possible benefit.  

Individuals who can convince others that they will make good on a promise even when that 

entails profound costs are capable of far deeper and more efficient relationships than those who 

are limited to relationships based on mere reciprocity.  We distinguish sharply between business 

relationships and personal relationships.  We strongly resist attempts to interpret personal 

relationships in the calculus of reciprocal exchange.  A friend who demands a receipt, or who 

even calls attention to favors offered, is seen as no friend at all, but merely an exploiter.  Such 

behaviors indicate that he will not be there when you are sick, when others in the group turn 

against you, or when you are just doing poorly and have nothing to offer.  Such a fair weather 

friend is little different from a banker who is eager to lend when you have lots of collateral, but 

unwilling to even talk to you when you are desperate for money.  What we want from our friends 

is solid support no matter what is happening.  That is what we mean by love—providing aid 

when there is nothing to be gained.  This may be why attempts by evolutionary biologists to 
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interpret personal relationships in terms of exchange arouse deep hostility.  People feel that their 

relationships are different, are outside the calculus of reciprocity.   

 

Other commitments are threats.  Usually they are contingent.  If you do X, I will do Y to get 

revenge, even though Y will hurt me substantially.  This is spite.  It seems senseless, and, when 

carried out, it is.  But if people know you are a spiteful person, they are liable to be much more 

careful in their dealings with you.  Such threats prevent aggression. Frank gives the example of a 

thief who is about to steal a briefcase. (Frank 1988) If he knows the owner is rational and will 

not stay in town to prosecute, he will likely steal that briefcase.  If, however, he believes the 

owner is irrational and will spend time and money to get revenge, he will be much less likely to 

steal.  The threat is to carry out an act that would be irrational.  If believed, it is a powerful 

deterrent.  Likewise, the bully will pick on the rational child who avoids a fight, rather than the 

one who is prone to irrational rages, even when he is sure to lose.   

 

To make commitment strategies work requires capacities for foresight and communication.  In 

fact, success requires even more subtle skills—the ability to anticipate the effects of a 

commitment on the behavior of others, and to figure out how to convince them that you will 

fulfill a commitment.  And, of course, it is essential to have an ability to assess the likelihood that 

others will make good on their commitments.  These benefits may help to account for the human 

capacity for intuitive empathy and  “mind reading.” (Krebs and Dawkins 1984)  One could even 

argue that the major benefits and risks associated with commitment strategies have been forces of 

natural selection powerful enough to help account for the remarkably rapid expansion in human 

cognitive capacities.  Once social groups use commitment strategies, this will create emergent 

forces of natural selection that will, in turn, shape the mind’s mechanisms.  Such selection forces 
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arising from emergent properties of social groups can aptly be called, “social selection.”  (West-

Eberhard 1987) 

 

More specific definitions, and a taxonomy of subtypes of commitment will be helpful.  At its 

core, the general notion of commitment is nothing more than a statement that one intends to do 

something.  It refers to the future, and has an air of seriousness to it, but it is a nonspecific notion 

referring to any purposeful behavior.  Generic commitments, such as, "I will have dinner 

tonight,” or "I will buy a new car next year," convey information, but they are not intended 

mainly to influence the behavior of others.   

 

A second, more technical, kind of commitment refers to situations in which a person voluntarily 

gives up future options in order to influence the behavior of others.  These are strategic 

commitments.  Schelling's wonderful examples in Chapter 2, such as armies that deliberately 

burn bridges behind them, are vivid illustrations of how giving up control can, paradoxically, 

give an advantage.  Less dramatic, but more important, are everyday contracts.  As Frank notes, 

the renter and the landlord both give up flexibility by signing a contract, but it is to their mutual 

advantage.  Because they can rely on outside agents to enforce the terms of the contract, both can 

be assured that the other cannot violate it without incurring a penalty greater than the likely 

benefit.   

 

A third kind of commitment influences others, not by handing over control to external factors 

such as burned bridges or court penalties, but to public declarations of personal commitment.  A 

personal pledge puts reputation on the line; this is valuable collateral for an agreement.  It is not 

as tangible as the penalties in a legal contract, but the loss of reputation may have equally 
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devastating consequences.  People who do not fulfill their commitments cannot benefit from 

commitment strategies because others ignore their threats and promises.  This may help to 

explain the central role of truthfulness in all codes of ethics.  Telling the truth is a primary value 

because without it, commitment strategies are ineffective.  Individuals intuitively realize the 

value of commitments for social life, and they accordingly devalue individuals who do not honor 

them.  As noted by Goodenough in Chapter __, much law is at this boundary between formal 

agreements, and the personal commitments they represent.  Contracts don't work very well if they 

come to control the relationship—thus the inefficiencies of companies with poor relationships 

with their unions, and marriages based on lists of who does what.   

 

This book addresses each of these kinds of commitment, but its focus is a fourth kind, subjective 

commitment.  A commitment is subjective if it is enforced, not by external factors, but by 

internal, usually emotional, motives.  A subjective commitment is a signal that attempts to 

change the behavior of others by convincing them that an individual will, in a specified future 

situation, act in ways that will not be in his or her self-interest.  Obviously, such subjective 

commitments are adaptive only if the benefits from changes in the behavior of others are greater 

than the costs of having to follow through on the commitments when that is necessary.  Schelling 

(Schelling 1978), Frank (Frank 1988) and Hirshleifer (Hirshleifer 1987) have done the most to 

describe this strategy, and to suggest how natural selection may have shaped mechanisms, 

especially emotions, that make subjective commitment strategies possible and effective.   

 

To summarize, there are four related kinds of commitment: 

1. A generic commitment is a statement of future intent. 
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A strategic commitment is an attempt to influence others by convincing them that one will, in 

some specified future situation, act in ways that will not be in his or her self interests.  There are 

three kinds of strategic commitment: 

2. In an externally enforced commitment, an individual gives up behavior options, places 

collateral at risk, or gives over authority to a third party so that motivation to maintain 

the commitment will be maintained in future situations. 

3. A reputational commitment is enforced by the costs of lost or decreased social reputation 

if the commitment is not fulfilled.  This is a special kind of externally enforced strategic 

commitment that blends into subjective commitment.  

4. A subjective commitment is a strategic commitment that is enforced by internal 

emotional motives.   

 

These subtypes of commitment are not completely distinct, but clarity is served by considering 

them separately.   

 

Commitment and reciprocity 

Is commitment just a special kind of reciprocity? Certainly some commitments, especially mutual 

pledges to continue cooperating, and punishing cheaters,  (Axelrod 1984) are intimately related 

to reciprocity, but the two phenomena are significantly different.  An important difference is that 

reciprocity strategies are based on what the other has done in the past, while commitment 

strategies attempt to influence others by changing their beliefs about how one will behave in the 

future.   Perhaps even more important, reciprocity strategies presume that agents are rational 

resource-maximizers.  In contrast, commitment strategies are based on convincing others of the 

opposite—that you will, in certain future situations, behave in ways that are not in your best 
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interests.  This often results in actual behaviors that are not in one’s best interests.  In reciprocity 

terms, such phenomena can be interpreted as statistically necessary sacrifices for possible long-

term gain.  If one had to force subjectively committed relationships into the reciprocity 

framework, this would require emphasis on reputational effects, with players sometimes acting in 

ways that will harm their fitness so as to reap benefits later by preserving their reputation.  But 

this stretches the reciprocity framework considerably and ignores commitments that are not 

enforced by reputation.  Furthermore, the commitment paradigm incorporates threats into the 

same framework as promises, while the reciprocity framework does not.  Reciprocity and 

commitment are closely related, but different.   

 

Commitment strategies may help to explain some of the anomalies that arise from straight 

reciprocity theory.  For instance, many experiments have found that game players will sacrifice 

substantial rewards to get revenge.  Such spite is especially evident in the Ultimatum game.  If 

one person decides how to split $10, and another gets to choose between accepting that split or 

both getting nothing, the optimal response is to accept any split offered.  But that is not what 

people do. (Güth and Tietz 1990) They insist on something relatively fair, even if that means 

giving up several dollars.  Furthermore, their tendency to take the spiteful instead of the game-

theory rational strategy is strongly influenced by their levels of testosterone. (Burnham 1999)   

 

In general, studies of social exchange have moved steadily from models based on selfish 

anonymous agents to those based on groups with knowledge of individual reputations. (Boehm in 

press) When individuals have information about each other’s history of past cooperation or 

defection, the whole resulting system of interactions changes dramatically.  Nonetheless, this 

remains somewhat different from attempting to influence others by promising to do something 
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that won’t be in your best interests.  The relationship of reputational effects and commitment 

strategies is developed more fully in subsequent chapters, but much more work will be needed to 

explicate their relationship.  I think it is plausible that the bulk of subjective commitments 

involve reputational commitments as well.  However, because reputation can be thought of a 

separate from the emotional self, and because there seem to be instances where people’s behavior 

is motivated by inner states that are independent of their assessments of social consequences, 

subjective commitment deserves separate treatment.   

 

Commitment and Attachment 

Attachment theory has long provided the foundation for an evolutionary understanding of mother 

infant relationships, (Bowlby 1969) and has been extended to account for many features of 

intimate adult relationships (Hazen and Shaver 1994). Is commitment just a manifestation of 

attachment?  It seems at least as likely that some attachment phenomena persist in adulthood 

because they facilitate commitment strategies.  This issue is covered in some detail in the chapter 

on psychopathology.  It seems possible that the concept of commitment may help to bridge the 

gap between theories of reciprocity and attachment.     

 

Rationality and Emotion 

Spite, of the sort illustrated by behavior in the Ultimatum Game, is a classic example of 

"irrational" behavior.  Especially since the enlightenment, a debate has turned on the relationship 

between emotional and rational behavior. (Saul 1993)  Much emotional behavior turns out to 

advance a person's interests, and so is "rational" in that sense. (Trivers 1981) But much 

emotional behavior is not rational, even by this standard.  Love that pays no reproductive 

rewards, and spite that harms the self to no benefit, are the classic examples.  One of the 
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powerful aspects of subjective commitment is its ability to begin to bridge this gap.  The benefits 

from a subjective commitment strategy depend on convincing others that you will not act 

according to self-gain.  To do this, you usually must convince yourself or others will not believe 

you. (Trivers 1976) Thus, the “subjective” aspect of subjective commitment.  This begins to 

explain the emotional revulsion people experience when their behavior is interpreted in fitness 

maximizing terms.  Such analyses undermine nonrational beliefs that make possible one of the 

most powerful strategies for social influence.  They also undermine beliefs in the possibility of 

human goodness, and thus, the actual existence of one kind of genuine altruism.  The capacity for 

irrational beliefs gives rise to individual behaviors and social structures that would not otherwise 

be possible.  They have powerful fitness consequences.   

 

Complexity 

The paradoxes of commitment strategies generate inordinate complexity.  For instance, consider 

the challenge of convincing someone that you will follow through on a commitment that, if 

fulfilled, will not be in your best interests.  Your signal of commitment will be increasingly 

believable as it becomes more expensive. (Grafen 1990)  It becomes more expensive as you 

fulfill more and more of the commitment ahead of time.  Soon, if you are not careful, the whole 

potential benefit has been eaten up by the costs of convincing others that you will follow-

through.  Then, of course, there is the difficulty of following through in some circumstances.  

Would an American president really authorize massive nuclear retaliation, with the knowledge 

that it would end life as we know it on the planet?  I pray we never find out.   

 

People are likely to test commitments to intimate relationships by withholding benefits to see if 

their partners defect.  Zahavi has suggested that such “testing of the bond” is crucial in mating 
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decisions, using as an example, the abuse a male cardinal must put up with to convince a female 

to mate. (Zahavi 1976) In humans, lover’s spats may serve the same function.  If a minor 

defection is enough to induce the partner to behave badly or leave, then so much the better.  The 

problem, of course, is that the natural tendency to defect in kind often leads to escalating bouts of 

disengagement that can end the relationship.  Love is not easy.   

 

Natural selection 

Many readers will readily recognize the importance of subjective commitments in social life, but 

will wonder if the capacity for such commitments has really been shaped by natural selection, or, 

for that matter, whether it makes any difference if it has or has not.  The chapters in this book are 

an initial attempt to address the first question.  They certainly demonstrate that we use subjective 

commitments extensively and that we have emotional capacities that seem well suited to making 

them effective.  Equally interesting is the question of why it seems to matter so much if our 

capacity for commitment is built-in, or a product of learning and acculturation.  There!  I have 

slipped and posed them as alternatives—they are not.  The capacity for commitment certainly is 

shaped by learning and culture, but they are not alternatives to an explanation based on selection. 

The question is whether our brains have specialized mechanisms that facilitate commitment 

strategies.  Is a capacity for subjective commitment part of our basic human nature, or is it 

something added on, or even opposed to our basic natures?  It is fascinating that we humans are 

so concerned about what is part of our “basic nature” and what is not.   

 

Animal behavior 

If we found definitive evidence that animals use subjective commitment strategies, that would 

provide a strong suggestion that the same capacity exists in humans.  The chapters by Adams, 
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Dugatkin, and Silk all address this issue.  Adams reviews threat signaling in great detail and 

concludes that bluffing and other aspects of threat signaling are plenty complicated, but that none 

meet the criteria for subjective commitment. Dugatkin reviews many examples of cooperation, 

even in fish, and finds phenomena similar to, but not quite like subjective commitment. He sees a 

need for new experiments. Silk provides evidence for something very much like subjective 

commitment in signals for lack of hostile intent. All in all, it appears that we have no strong 

evidence for subjective commitment in animals, but we have not looked yet in any detail.  The 

capacity for commitment strategies may be a crucial and substantial explanation for the 

differences between human and animal social behaviors, but we don’t know for sure.   

 

Human behavior 

Examples of subjective commitment are easy to find in humans. In fact, once you recognize the 

phenomenon, it is everywhere.  The research by Nisbett, Cohen and Vandello’s on honor 

societies provides a particularly nice example. (Nisbett and Cohen 1996) Defense of one’s honor 

seems vastly irrational, until you look at what happens to people who do not defend their honor.  

In clinical psychiatry, aspects of several conditions make sense in terms of subjective 

commitment. People with obsessive compulsive personality seem to lack the emotional capacity 

for such commitments, and their rationalistic approach to relationships is not very effective, to 

say anything of satisfying.  The large literature on attachment (Chisholm 1996, Cassidy and 

Shaver 1999, Belsky 1999, Simpson 1999) may, in part, describe commitment phenomena. In 

particular, the lack of “basic trust” as the origin of much psychopathology (Balint 1979) makes 

perfect sense because this lack makes committed relationships impossible.  Psychotherapy 

attempts to fill such gaps, and some of its many difficulties arise from the necessary blending of 

reciprocity and committed relationships.   
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Michael Ruse looks at the role of commitment in morality.  A great conundrum has emerged here 

in the past generation.  Put simply, is altruism still altruism if it benefits your genes? (Williams 

1993) Much of what we call altruism refers to standards of behavior in reciprocity relationships, 

mainly when defection is and is not allowed.  But the underlying theme is whether “genuine 

altruism” is possible at all.  From an evolutionary point of view, natural selection would tend to 

eliminate any tendency to act in ways that benefit other people’s genes more than your own.  

This has spurred a great search for possible explanations for apparently altruistic acts. (Nitecki 

and Nitecki 1993) Some have taken a cynical stance, assuming that apparent acts of altruism are 

simply sophisticated strategies of deception and manipulation, or that powerful people often 

benefit if they can force others to follow rules.  Others have noted that we are far from the 

environment in which we evolved, so many altruistic acts may be, in biological terms, mistakes.  

And then there are the ways in which cultures creates incentives that induce altruistic behavior.   

 

Subjective commitment offers an alternative explanation.  Subjective commitments give benefits 

to those who are capable of convincing others that they will, in certain situations, not act 

according to self-interest.  This requires not only convincing others, it requires convincing the 

self as well, and the outcome is often situations where people do what they said they would do, 

even when they will gain no benefit whatsoever.  There is still gain here, but it is in the long run 

and in the aggregate.  In individual circumstances, to be effective, behavior must follow the 

moral code, irrespective of any calculation.  Emotions that evolved to foster such action, such as 

the capacity for sympathy emphasized by Hume and Adam Smith, provide a mechanism that 

would give rise to  “genuinely moral” behavior. (Gibbard 1990) Related emotions provide a way 

to explain the prevalence of senseless evil behavior—behaviors that harm both the other and the 
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self, such as acts of apparently senseless revenge and manipulations based on threats of harm.  

These are the dark side of commitment strategies.  How ironic if they do, indeed, turn out to 

arise, in part, from the same wellsprings as moral behavior!  People often say that the greatest 

good and the greatest evils come from individuals and groups committed to a cause.  Subjective 

commitment may offer an explanation.  

 

Institutions 

Commitment strategies are inherently risky.  It is bad enough to be lured into escalating social 

exchanges that end with a final costly defection, but the risks are exponentially greater in 

committed relationships where people provide major benefits for each other based on the belief 

that the other would provide for them as well. Life teaches us that we must be careful.  People 

who promise too much too soon are often exploiters.  The only sure way to avoid them is to 

avoid committed relationships and limit relationships to reciprocal exchanges.  Some people do 

this, but it is even more costly.  A better way is to join a group that advocates and enforces an 

ideology of fulfilling commitments.  

 

Organized groups can make commitment strategies safer in several ways.  They can enforce 

boundaries to the group, making entrance costs high so as to deter casual exploiters.  They can 

foster ideologies of mutual aid that require service to group members irrespective of their ability 

to repay favors.  They sponsor rituals where commitments become public.  They reward behavior 

based on moral principles and internal determination, and punish self-serving behavior.  

Defections from the group’s mores are carefully monitored and quickly spread via gossip.  Tight-

knit groups provide so much of a person’s social capital, that the costs of being rejected become 

overwhelming. In such a group, a person who is inclined not to follow though on a commitment 
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is soon inhibited by the substantial costs imposed by the group.  Often, anxiety inhibits the 

behavior before it ever gets to consciousness.   

 

Most such groups are religious.  They are based on ideology that requires members to assist each 

other in times of need. Such ideologies are accepted on faith; any attempt to show how they give 

advantages arouses opposition. As with subjective commitments, it is essential that the belief be 

based on faith, not logic.   Most religious beliefs are instilled from a child’s earliest years. If 

outsiders are allowed to join at all, this usually entails much time and arduous tasks. Even then, 

an individual may not really be accepted for years.  Members of a religious group must learn the 

ideology, repeatedly and publicly pledge to follow it, monitor others for deviations, and accept 

punishment if they deviate from the standards of the group.  By such methods, religions provide 

support for commitments.  Although they also serve other functions, religions fulfill deep human 

needs for secure commitments.  The chapter by William Irons elaborates this theme in great 

detail.   

 

Groups that maintain certain norms gain reputations that enhance their value.  In rural 

Pennsylvania, for instance, Amish carpenters are sought after.  They can be relied upon to get the 

job done, as promised, at the agreed upon price.  Such benefits to groups have sometimes given 

rise to talk of group selection because it seems there is no alternative to explain following moral 

convictions. (Sober and Wilson 1998) But subjective commitment offers an alternative 

explanation.  Well-organized groups that make commitment safe provide benefits for their 

members, even as their forms of social organization are likely to spread via cultural group 

selection. (Boyd and Richerson 1985) This is a theme of the Boyd and Richerson chapter.   
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The law is another human institution that seems especially well suited to foster commitment 

strategies. Some aspects, such as contract law, are explicitly designed to make commitments 

possible that are otherwise impossible.  But as Goodenough makes clear, the law recognizes that 

contracts hold certain parties to a standard higher than mere use of the terms of the contract for 

maximal personal gain.  It often requires parties to take into account full consideration of the 

other’s interests.  The relationship between a client and a professional (lawyer, doctor or 

whatever) is also based on a committed relationship.  The client cannot tell if he is being treated 

fairly or not, and must rely on a code of conduct and reputations to make a determination.  This 

is why the professions have been the professions.  As they become corporate in their organization 

and values, consumers justifiably have less and less faith in their integrity, and a myriad of rules 

and their sponsoring bureaucracies try to take the place of commitment to values.   

 

Conclusion.   

The recognition that benefits can come from giving up future options is an old idea, but we are 

just beginning the careful analysis of commitment strategies and the psychological mechanisms 

that natural selection may have shaped to make them possible.  Frank, Hirshleifer, and Schelling 

laid the foundations and encouraged consideration of how natural selection could shape 

mechanisms to make commitment possible.  The other authors in this volume investigate the role 

of commitment in specific areas, showing its range and power.  They have laid out an ambitious 

agenda that will eventually reveal the significance of subjective commitment.   
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